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Camerino (Italy)

Santa Maria annunziata
Cathedral   
The earthquake and after-shocks that hit central Italy from the 
24th of August 2016 reduced dozens of places of worship to 
heaps of rubble or left them badly damaged, and the most 
striking example was what happened to the Basilica of San 
Benedetto in Norcia, with just the façade that was left stand-
ing. These regions have a much higher density of places of 
worship than the rest of Italy: in the parishes in the Camerino 
area (in the Province of Macerata) alone census records have 
counted 454 churches, 222 of which were declared unfit for 
use following the earthquake two years ago.
In the city of Camerino, the bell-tower of the Church of Santa 
Maria in Via collapsed, the Church of San Filippo – which 
features a painting by Tiepolo – was left with part of its roof 
in ruins and the main Basilica dedicated to the city’s patron 
saint, San Venanzio, is still inaccessible. The Santa Maria An-
nunziata Cathedral was also badly damaged.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CATHEDRAL
The Church of Santa Maria Annunziata is the main church 
in Camerino and is the Cathedral of the archdiocese of Ca-
merino-San Severino Marche. The current building was con-
structed following a strange twist of fate when an earthquake 
struck on the 28th of June, 1799 and damaged the previous 
church, built between the 12th and 13th centuries. The struc-
ture was so badly damaged that it needed to be rebuilt.
The current building was constructed at the beginning of the 
19th century according to a design by Andrea Vici, a student 
of Luigi Vanvitelli, with whom he collaborated on the con-
struction of the Royal Palace of Caserta (Southern Italy). After 
suspending work on the church in 1807 following the arrival 
of French troops, it recommenced 10 years later. Clemente 
Folchi took the reins following the death of Vici and aban-
doned the original project and built the current façade featur-
ing two bell-towers and a portico which forms the continua-
tion of the portico of the Bishop’s residence. The Church was 
finally consecrated on the 8th of September, 1832.

POST-EARTHQUAKE INTERVENTIONS
After the seismic activity in 2016, the Marche Regional Crisis 
and Coordination Unit was set up at the Regional Secretariat 
of MiBACT (Italian Ministry of Cultural Heritage and Activities 
and Tourism), in coordination with other local institutions, to 
check the condition of the artistic and cultural works and to 
assess the level of damage caused by the earthquake to the 
local monuments and buildings.
Mapei Technical Services were contacted by engineers from 
the Marche Heritage Trust and, in collaboration with Engineer 

AFTER BEING SEVERELY DAMAGED BY THE EARTHQUAKE THAT HIT CENTRAL ITALY 
TWO YEARS AGO, THIS CATHEDRAL UNDERWENT SEISMIC UPGRADING WORK
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LEFT. Santa Maria Annunziata 
Cathedral during the repair work.
TOP OF THE PAGE. A view 
of the apse.
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Alberto Balsamo of the Federico II University of Naples, fol-
lowed the complex seismic upgrading work at the Santa Ma-
ria Annunziata Cathedral very closely.
Eng. Balsamo, who had already worked with Mapei Technical 
Services on other delicate consolidation works (see Realtà 
Mapei International no. 17), presented examples of previous 
interventions to show that FRP (fibre-reinforced polymer) sys-
tems are reversible in case of need at a later date.
With this method, an alternative to the use of traditional ma-
terials and strengthening techniques, fibre-reinforced poly-
mer (FRP) materials are used to clad and consolidate curved 
structures, such as arches and vaulted ceilings, and to in-
crease the shear and/or flexural strength of masonry panels. 
These types of material offer various advantages, such as 
high mechanical properties, little impact on the form and ge-
ometry of structures, high durability, ease of application and 
the possibility to remove them if required, a particularly im-
portant feature when used on buildings of particular historical 
and monumental significance, such as this one.
In the case of the Santa Maria Annunziata Cathedral, the local 
Heritage Trust asked for consolidation work to be evaluated 
for the apse, which was badly fractured and cracked. The in-
tervention consisted in adding 6 bands using the FRP system 
to prevent the heavy facing walls that form the area around 
the apse from shifting out of plane.

APPLICATION OF THE MAPEI FRP SYSTEM
First of all, the cracks in the masonry were repaired using    
MAPEI STEEL DRY 316 ultra high-strength “dry-applied” heli-
cal AISI 316 stainless steel bars. The bars were inserted into 

the masonry by drilling a series of holes slightly smaller than 
the helical bars. The bars were then inserted in the holes us-
ing the special SPINDLE FOR MAPEI STEEL DRY. Once the 
bars had been inserted, the holes were filled with PLANITOP 
HDM RESTAURO mortar.
The first phase of the banding intervention was to form the 
levelling layer by applying PLANITOP HDM RESTAURO two-
component, pre-blended, fibre-reinforced, high-ductility hy-
draulic lime (NHL) and Eco-Pozzolan based light-coloured 
mortar. PLANITOP HDM RESTAURO was specifically devel-
oped to smooth and level layers on stone, brick and tuff sur-
faces. When used in combination with glass and basalt fibre 
meshes, it helps strengthen facing walls.
The bands were made from products from the MAPEWRAP 
SYSTEM line, particularly recommended for the repair and 
statical and seismic strengthening of damaged structures.
Mapei Technical Services recommended using MAPEWRAP 
C UNI-AX 600 high strengh uni-directional carbon fibre fabric 
with high modulus of elasticity, which is particularly recom-
mended for seismic upgrading work. The first step was to 
apply MAPEWRAP PRIMER 1 epoxy primer and then, on the 
fresh layer, an even coat of MAPEWRAP 31 T adhesive on the 
area to be strengthened. 
Thereafter, MAPEWRAP C UNI-AX fabric was applied and 
pressed down firmly to make sure it adhered to the substrate 
and to avoid creases or folds. To prevent the formation of 
gaps or breaks in the bonding layer, and to make sure the 
adhesive penetrated into the fibres of the mesh, MAPEWRAP 
ROLLER was passed over the surface. A second coat of 
MAPEWRAP 31 T was then applied over the fabric.
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT
MAPEWRAP C UNI-AX
High strength, uni-directional carbon fibre fabric with high 
modulus of elasticity. It is suitable for the repair of reinforced 
concrete elements damaged by physical-mechanical action, 
for the confinement of axial loaded or bent concrete elements 
and for seismic strengthening of 
structures in earthquake zones. It can 
be also used for the reinforcement 
of load bearing elements in buildings 
that have been restructured for 
architectural reasons or change of use.

A particularly interesting aspect of the intervention was the re-
quest by the local Heritage Trust to use a team of specialised 
restorers to decorate the FRP bands so they would blend in 
with the rest of the architecture.
Firstly, the surfaces to be decorated were skimmed by ap-
plying a layer of PLANITOP 200 water-repellent cementitious 
skimming mortar. Then, once the mortar had dried, a team of 
restorers from a specialised company redesigned and deco-
rated the mortar in very fine detail. 
Once completed, the strengthened area was hardly notice-
able and blended in perfectly with the rest of the original fac-
ing wall.

PHOTO 1. Some of the deep 
cracks in the apse, repaired using 
MAPEI STEEL DRY 316 helical 
bars.
PHOTO 2. The substrate was 
made from PLANITOP HDM 
RESTAURO mortar. 
PHOTOS 3, 4, 5, and 6. 
MAPEWRAP PRIMER 1 primer 

and MAPEWRAP 31 T 
adhesive were applied on 
the substrate, followed by 
MAPEWRAP C UNI-AX 600 
fabric.
PHOTO 7. Restorers were 
able to “recreate” the original 
appearance of the wall on the 
new substrate.
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TECHNICAL DATA
Santa Maria Annunziata 
Cathedral, Camerino (Italy)
Design: Andrea Vici and 
Clemente Folchi
Period of construction: 
1800-1832
Year of the intervention: 
2018
Intervention by Mapei: 
supplying products to 

strengthen and protect the 
apse 
Design: Pierluigi Salvati
Assistance to design 
work: Diego Battistelli
Consultant: Alberto Balsamo
Client: Italian Ministry of 
Cultural Heritage and Activities 
(Marche Regional Bureau) 
Works director: Pierluigi 
Salvati

Contractor: Impresa 
Costruzioni Fratelli Rinaldi 
(Giulio Traini)
Mapei coordinators: 
Lorenzo De Carli, Dominica 
Carbotti, Luca Consorti, 
Gabriele Zamperini, Paolo 
Baldon, Riccardo Chiodoni, 
Massimilano Petti, Mapei SpA 
(Italy) 

MAPEI PRODUCTS
Structural strengthening: Spindle 
for Mapei Steel Dry, Mapei Steel 
Dry 316, MapeWrap Primer 1, 
MapeWrap 31 T, MapeWrap 
C UNI AX 600, Planitop HDM 
Restauro, Roller for MapeWrap 
Smoothing surfaces: Planitop 200

For further information on 
products see www.mapei.com
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